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Acronyms 

The following acronyms are used throughout the Alice Solar City reports: 

Acronym Meaning Acronym Meaning  

ABS Australian Bureau of Statistics KRR key results reporting 

ADC average daily consumption kW kilowatt 

AS Alice Springs kWh kilowatt hour  

ASC Alice Solar City kWh/yr kilowatt hour per year 

ASTC Alice Springs Town Council LBEA Large business energy audit 

BMS building management system LBEEP 
large business energy efficiency 

program 

BP  BP Solar  LEDs light emitting diodes  

CAT Centre for Appropriate Technology  LGA Local Government 

CEA commercial energy audit MER monitoring, evaluation and reporting  

CEC Clean Energy Council  MWh megawatt hour 

CES commercial energy survey NB new build 

CFL compact fluorescent lamp  NT Northern Territory 

CG Control Group OSB one shot booster switch 

CO2  carbon dioxide  OTP over temperature protection 

CRT cost reflective trial PTR pressure and temperature Relief 

DB database PV photovoltaic 

DCCEE 
Department of Climate Change and 

Energy Efficiency  
PWC Power and Water Corporation 

Deg C degrees celsius REC Renewable Energy Certificate 

EC electricity consumption RET Renewable Energy Target 

EEM energy efficiency measure SBEEP 
small business energy efficiency 

program 

EEV energy efficiency voucher  SD Sunny Design  

FUS follow up survey SHW solar hot water  

GHG green house gases SHWS solar hot water system 

GIS geographic information system  SLA statistical local area 

GSM global system mobile communication  SLC Smart Living Centre 

HEA home energy audit  SMA SMA Pty LTD  

HES home energy survey  SME small to medium enterprise 

HVAC heating, ventilation and air conditioning  SRES Small Renewable Energy Scheme 

HW hot water STC Small  Scale Technology Certificate 

HWS hot water system  V volt 

ID's Identities  VFD variable frequency drive  

IGUs insulated glass units W watt 

IHD in house display WELS water efficiency labelling and standards 

KAB knowledge attitude and behaviour    
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Introduction 

This report provides the final results of the Alice Solar City (ASC) Commercial program. The main focus of the report is in 

addressing the key reporting requirements of the Commonwealth Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency 

(DCCEE) - Alice Springs Town Council (ASTC) ASC funding agreement (August 2011) and includes relevant introductory 

information. 

  

1. Context and Program Design 

1.1 Alice Solar City 

Initiated by the Australian Government, the Solar Cities program aimed to explore how technology, behavioural change 

and time of use electricity pricing contributed to a sustainable energy future for Australia. Alice Springs was one of seven 

key locations around Australia participating in and funded through the Solar Cities program, which was administered by 

DCCEE in partnership with local and state governments, industry, business and local communities. 

 

The objectives of the Solar Cities Program were: 

1 To demonstrate the economic and environmental impacts of integrating cost-reflective pricing with the concentrated 

uptake of solar, energy efficiency and smart metering technologies. 

2 To identify and implement options for addressing barriers to distributed solar generation, energy efficiency and 

electricity demand management for grid connected urban areas. 

Alice Springs receives on average, more than 9 hours of sunlight per day, making it an ideal location to utilise solar 

radiation. The extreme year-round conditions (hot summers, cold winter nights, and in general a high diurnal range) also 

mean that energy use is high, and an aim of the ASC Project is to empower the community to make informed and 

intelligent use of energy. The ASC project has three key elements: residential, commercial, and iconic.  

 

Within the project elements there were three major energy related aspects: 

1 Solar Technologies: photovoltaic (PV) electricity generation, and solar hot water (SHW). 

2 Energy Efficiency Measures (EEMs): a range of means by which energy use could be reduced or optimized. There was 

a range of physical/technical EEMs, some of which were incentivised e.g. ceiling/wall insulation, shading, energy 

efficient lighting, double glazing of windows, painting roof white; other EEMs encouraged modification of behaviours.  

3 Load Management Measures: included the cost reflective pricing of electricity (or time of use tariffs – peak/off-

peak), the use of smart meters with linked in-house displays, and changes in habitual behaviours related to 

peak/off-peak pricing that could reduce electricity use (e.g. moving actions to off-peak periods). 

 

1.2 Commercial Program 

 

The ASC commercial element was designed, for each participating business, around a process of: 

 

 Understanding energy use, scope and costs 

 Identifying opportunities for energy efficiency and solar technology 

 Providing information and capital subsidies to support the implementation of actions 

 Ongoing monitoring and evaluation of energy use and actions undertaken. 
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The commercial program included: 

 A Large Business Energy Audit Program (LBEAP) – an option for larger enterprises whose annual electricity 

consumption was more than 160 MWh. Initial discussions with ASC indicated a productive opportunity for an 

Australian Standards compliant level 2 energy audit conducted by an „external‟ professional energy auditor the 

cost of which was subsidised by ASC. The audit incorporated expert assessment of current energy use, plant and 

equipment, and provided an analysis of the costs and payback periods for identified energy efficiency measures – 

all presented in a substantial report. 

 Commercial Energy Audits (CEA) – branded as a Commercial Energy Survey (CES) in the program‟s 

communications. These were conducted „internally‟ by the ASC Commercial Services Manager for both small 

businesses and large businesses not partaking the LBEAP audit funding. For each business, on the basis of the 

CEA and available electricity consumption data, a report was prepared that documented the current business and 

energy situation and provided a range of recommendations. For priority recommendations which had readily 

identifiable costs and benefits, estimated implementation costs, ASC incentives, potential annual electricity 

savings and payback period were all tabulated.  

 Negotiated financial incentives, tailored to suit the business on the basis of the CEA or professional energy audit 

recommendations, for undertaking a wide range of EEMs and solar energy installations (not including the iconic PV 

projects which were funded outside the commercial program). Potential measures grouped within a Small 

Business Energy Efficiency Program (SBEEP) offering up to $10,000 or a Large Business Energy Efficiency Program 

(LBEEP) offering up to $50,000. 

 In-House Display (IHD) - Businesses were able to access a wireless display unit that provided information on 

instantaneous and historical electricity use. It was prioritised for customers who installed solar power systems 

or those that had moved to a time of use electricity tariff.  

 

The Smart Living Centre (SLC) in the main street of Alice Springs was the operational hub for the ASC Project. It provided 

both staff offices and a public shopfront at which enquiries were answered, information provided, customer registrations 

taken, and technologies displayed.  

 

Business operators interacted with both ASC staff and third party suppliers and installers to plan undertakings, complete 

EEMs and access ASC rebates. The processes by which this occurred are outlined below. Business eligibility to receive 

rebates was contingent upon registration with the ASC commercial program and completion of a CEA or professional 

energy audit. Registration included the customer signing a release to enable their electricity consumption data to be 

made available to ASC from the NT Power and Water Corporation (PWC).  

 

The ASC commercial program differed from the ASC residential program in a number of ways, including the following: 

 Commercial customers were able to register with the program without visiting the SLC in person. This allowed for 

businesses where the key personnel were not based in Alice Springs, and in general acknowledged the time 

pressures on commercial participants. 

 Financial incentives for energy efficiency were capped per customer rather than per EEM. This allowed for the high 

variability of commercial electricity consumption and appliances. 

 The financial incentives were not provided via a voucher system offering an upfront discount, but instead offered 

as a rebate via a customised funding offer document. This avoided the need to register all possible suppliers and 

presumed that the ability to fund the full capital amount was less of a barrier to the commercial sector than for 

residential. 

 The report delivered to customers after an ASC CEA was a hand prepared document rather than being generated 

directly from the ASC database. This decision was made based on the perceived effort and expense required to 

customise the database application to accommodate the differing needs of commercial customers and the design 

differences of the commercial program detailed above. 
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1.3 ASC Commercial Customer Registration and Process 

Registration  Commercial customers initially engaged with the 

program either in person in the SLC or via phone or 

email. Steps included: 

 Provision of program overview  

 Discussion of business activities, premises, 

needs and possible incentives  

 Planning for initial audit (possible scheduling) 

 Signing registration form authorising PWC 

release of electricity consumption data and 

agreeing to ASC participation terms and 

conditions.  

 Creation of customer/registration database 

(DB) records 

  

  

 Energy Audit   ASC CEA or professional Large Business Energy 

Audit (LBEA) at customer premises included: 

 Recording commercial demographic data  

 Collection of relevant site information/data 

 Use of existing/prior electricity consumption 

data as part of analysis/discussion 

 Initial discussion of possible options with 

proprietor  

  

  

Audit Report   CEA - Report that included an energy use 

overview, a range of behavioural and physical 

recommendations and a tabulated set of 

possible physical actions with projected energy 

savings, implementation costs and ASC 

rebates available.   

 LBEA – a comprehensive professional report 

by an independent third party. At customer‟s 

expense with a rebate offered by ASC.  

  

  

Post Report Discussion/Negotiation 
  Customer reviewed report and considered 

business circumstances and options. 

 If the customer wished to proceed with 

actions, opened negotiations with ASC about 

potential measures and financial incentives 

available. May obtain some indicative quotes 

from suppliers. 

 For LBEAP/LBEEP funding, customer 

submitted formal funding application 

document 

 If there was agreement on potential actions, 

ASC provided a letter of offer, detailing actions 

incentives and electricity savings  

 

 

 

  

Quotations for  

Implementation 

  Customer obtained quotes as necessary, 

assessed quotes and engaged supplier – in 

consultation with ASC as appropriate. 
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1.4 Commercial Program Customer Categories 

The active commercial registrations are summarised according to the type of audit undertaken and size of the 

businesses' energy consumption (which influenced the maximum level of energy efficiency funding available). The 

categories are: 

Name of Program Acronym 
Energy 

consumption 
Person Conducting Commercial Audit 

Large Business Energy Audit 

Program 
LBEAP 

> 160 MWh per 

annum 

Level 2 audits conducted by contracted 

professional energy auditor, with audit 

rebate typically provided by ASC 

Large Business Energy 

Efficiency Program 
LBEEP 

CEA conducted by ASC Commercial 

Services Manager Small Business Energy 

Efficiency Program 
SBEEP 

< 160 MWh per 

annum 

Table 1: Active commercial registrations 

 

1.5 Commercial KRR Requirements 

The table below shows the commercial Key Results Reporting (KRR) indicators that were part of the funding agreement 

between ASC and DCCEE. They are not reported upon sequentially, but are embedded in the various parts of the next 

section of results. 

ASC-DCCEE KRR: Commercial PV 

Commercial 

PV 

Performance 

1 Number, capacity and costs of commercial PV systems 

installed 

2 Effects of orientation and other variables (i.e. weather) 

3 Total greenhouse gas (GHG )savings from commercial PV 

Commercial 

PV Buyback 

4 The impact of the elevated buyback rate for rooftop PV 

systems in the first two years of the ASC project (2008 – 

2010) in terms of influencing the investment decision by 

the customer to install PV. Compare this result with 

subsequent years 

5 Success of PV buyback – understanding by customers, 

integration/administration issues 

ASC-DCCEE KRR: CEAs 

Commercial 

Major Energy 

Audits 

1 Number of audits carried out 

2 Reasons why major businesses choose not go ahead with 

audit 

3 Summary of audit recommendations  

   

Implementation and Financial 

Reconciliation 

 Implementation: 

 Supplier does work as specified  

 Supplier invoices customer for full amount 

 Customer pays supplier and then applies for 

reimbursement of rebate amount from ASC 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Commercial registration process 
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4 Breakdown of current consumption by sector (i.e. tourism, 

manufacturing, retail, hospitality) 

5 Average reductions in electricity consumption achieved 

6 Lessons learnt in staffing, technology, community 

engagement and data capture 

Commercial  

small to 

medium 

enterprise 

(SME) Audits 

1 Number of audits carried out 

2 Reasons why SMEs choose not go ahead with audit 

3 Summary of audit recommendations  

4 Breakdown of current consumption by sector  (i.e. 

tourism, manufacturing, retail, hospitality) 

5 Average reductions in electricity consumption achieved 

6 Lessons learnt in staffing, technology, community 

engagement and data capture 

ASC-DCCEE KRR: Commercial Projects 

Commercial 

Energy 

Projects 

Implemented 

by Businesses 

1 Number of projects implemented and funded  

2 Summary of measures implemented compared to 

recommended measures 

3 Energy use reduction per $ spent 

4 Number of smart meters installed 

Table 2: Commercial KRR indicators 

 

2. Commercial Program Results  

 

2.1 Commercial Registrations 

A total of 228 customer registrations were entered to the ASC database between May 2008 and February 2013.  

2.1.1 Subsidiary registrations 

Each ASC registration was a combination of a commercial customer entity (organisation) with a physical location (site) 

defined by NT cadastral information (lot number). 

 

In a few cases, an audit was conducted and data gathered for a single facility which covered multiple lots where separate 

registrations had been created because of the existence of distinct electricity metering for that lot. Data from nine of these 

„subsidiary‟ registrations was subsequently incorporated into the relevant main registration and the subsidiary then defined 

as inactive.  This resulted in 219 registrations being considered in the remainder of this report. 

2.1.2 Inactive registrations 

Some commercial registrations were classified as inactive where the interactions with that customer did not progress to 

a stage of producing useful data. The most common reason was that after initial signup and discussion or site visit, the 

registration did not proceed to an energy audit being conducted. 

Inactive registrations had most or all of the following data features: 

 No audit report or recommendations data 

 No financial offers or agreements made 

 No meter histories or electricity consumption data 

A total of 36 of the 219 registrations were marked as inactive.  
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2.1.3 Active registrations 

The 183 registrations classified as active had the following characteristics: 

 Electricity metering and consumption data requested from PWC 

 Received an audit report and recommendations for possible EEMs and/or solar technologies 

 After discussion based on the report, incentive funding to implement identified recommendations was offered 

 The report may have made other recommendations for which funding was not offered, or which were suggested 

behavioural changes 

 

 

Figure 2 Tailored Commercial Energy Reports were produced 

 

 If incentive offers were taken up, a funding agreement was put in place and implementation was recorded by the 

voucher and invoice system in the ASC database. 

 

2.1.4 Landlords and tenants  

Each ASC registration was a combination of a commercial customer record with a physical location (site) defined by NT 

cadastral information. For example, a landlord and the tenant of the same property were two different ASC customers 

linked to the same site, and were therefore two distinct registrations.  

 

ASC required that the organisation in whose name the electricity account for the property was lodged register with the 

program, in order to obtain permission to access electricity consumption records (unlike the residential program, there 

were occurrences in the commercial program of the electricity account being in the name of the landlord). In the case of 

a landlord wanting to access incentives for a property where the tenant was invoiced for power, or where landlord and 

tenant wanted to separately access incentives, then both landlord and tenant were required to register. In the situation 

of a landlord paying the power bills, the tenant was requested to provide demographic information only. 

 

There were a total of seven properties (sites) that had simultaneous landlord and tenant registrations, of which 3 had 

both the landlord and tenant as active registrations. 

 

A summary of the registrations broken down across tenure type and audit status is provided here: 
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Status Landlord 
Lease 

(Tenant) 

Owner-

Occupier 
Total 

% of 

Grand 

Total 

Audit conducted 9 77 106 192 84% 

Did not proceed to an audit 5 9 13 27 12% 

Total  14 86 119 219 

% of Grand Total 6% 40% 54% 

Table 3: Summary of registrations broken down across tenure type and audit status 

 

2.1.5 Terminations and property duplication 

A total of 18 commercial registrations were marked as terminated due to a change of business owner, 2 of which were 

marked as inactive. Of the terminated registrations, 3 properties had the subsequent owners also register. 

 

 

2.2 Commercial Energy Audits, Programs and Prior Energy Use 

 

2.2.1 Numbers and types of commercial audits  

The numbers of registrations associated with each of the three programs and the audit status is shown in the table 

below, including registrations that did not progress to a survey.  

 

Audit status 
Large 

Business 

Small to 

Medium 

Business 

Total 

No audit (inactive) 6 21 27 

Prior Level 2 audit & report 1  1 

ASC funded Level 2 audit & report 5  5 

ASC survey but report not delivered 1 2 3 

ASC survey and report delivered 42 138 181 

Landlord where tenant received ASC survey 

report 
1 1 2 

Total 56 163 219 

Table 4: Numbers and types of audits 

 

2.2.2 Large business level 2 energy audits – offers, uptake and costs  

Offers and uptake of funding for externally conducted Level 2 Energy Audits are shown below, in a cascading format. 

There were a total of 6 Large Business Energy Audit (LBEA) reports that were used as a basis for negotiation and funding. 

An ASC rebate was provided for 5 of those audits/reports, and one had been commissioned and completed in 2007 prior 

to the ASC launch (March 2008), and so was not eligible for a rebate. The total cost and ASC incentive for each LBEA are 

also shown below. 
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LBEAP Rebate Use for Professional Audit 
Number of 

Registrations 
Total 

Business undertook LBEA prior to ASC 1   1 

ASC Incentive offered for external LBEA 8    

        Incentive used for the conduct of LBEA and report    5  5 

        LBEA incentive not taken up  3   

                LBEA incentive not taken up – transferred to LBEEP service   2  

                LBEA incentive offered - not taken up – no further action   1  

Total  LBEAs as Part of ASC    6 

 

Organisation Total Cost  $ ASC Incentive  $ 

B 8500 4806 

C 3000 1500 

D 19460 8500 

E 15548 7774 

F 5750 2875 

Total  $ 52,258 25,455 

Table 5: Offers, uptakes and costs of LBEAP 

The ASC rebates accounted for 49% of the GST exclusive cost of the level 2 professional energy audits.  

 

2.2.3 Electricity consumption available at audit by business activity type  

After sign up and before audit, electricity consumption records for the 12-15 months prior to the audit, if available, were 

requested from and provided by PWC. These enabled an accurate estimate of prior annual electricity consumption as a 

foundational component of the audit. In addition, as part of the collected demographic data each business was 

categorised with a business „activity type‟, according to a set of standard activity types. 

 

Of the 219 consolidated registrations, 181 had prior data and 38 did not. Of the registrations without prior data, 6 were 

active new build customers, 5 were active customers who were recent occupants or otherwise did not have data 

available, and 27 were inactive customers (did not proceed to audit).  

 

The total and average annual electricity consumption (prior to audit) by business activity type is shown in the table below 

for the 181 commercial customers with prior data. 

 

Business Activity Type 

Number 

of 

Premises 

Prior to 

Audit Total 

Annual kWh 

Prior to Audit 

Average 

Annual kWh 

% of 

total 

Accommodation and Food Services 42 19,171,354 456,461 46.2% 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing 3 461,548 153,849 1.1% 

Arts and Recreation Services 23 4,066,814 176,818 9.8% 

Charity/Not for Profit 14 548,890 39,206 1.3% 

Construction 5 206,444 41,289 0.5% 

Education and Training 10 1,103,537 110,354 2.7% 

Electricity, Gas, Water and Waste Services 3 466,972 155,657 1.1% 
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Financial and Insurance Services 2 96,977 48,489 0.2% 

Health Care and Social Assistance 13 496,390 38,184 1.2% 

Information Media and Telecommunications 3 1,193,397 397,799 2.9% 

Manufacturing 4 338,131 84,533 0.8% 

Other Services 7 169,090 24,156 0.4% 

Professional, Administrative and Support Services 10 133,640 13,364 0.3% 

Public Administration and Safety 9 1,929,221 214,358 4.6% 

Rental, Hiring and Real Estate Services 4 2,220,043 555,011 5.3% 

Retail Trade 24 4,059,225 169,134 9.8% 

Scientific and Technical Services 2 136,933 68,467 0.3% 

Transport, Postal and Warehousing 3 4,708,000 1,569,333 11.3% 

Grand Total 181 41,506,606 229,318 100% 

Table 6: Electricity consumption at audit by business activity type 

 

 

Accommodation and Food

Services

Transport, Postal and

Warehousing

Arts and Recreation Services

Retail Trade

Rental, Hiring and Real

Estate Services

Public Administration and

Safety

Other Services (12)

 

Figure 3: Electricity consumption at audit by business activity type 

The average annual electricity consumption per business unit prior to audit was in the order of 229,000 kWh, with a 

standard deviation of 680,000 indicating the great range of annual electricity consumption among commercial 

customers – there is a small number of very large consumers and a majority with small to medium consumption. The 

median value for annual electricity consumption is 46,700kWh. The mean value of 229000 kWh/per annum is 

approximately 27 times that of the average Alice Springs household (of around 8,000 kWh/yr). 

 

Where possible, ASC obtained interval data for commercial customers, and in general estimated the proportion of 

consumption occurring during the 6am to 6pm commercial peak period (Mon-Sun). There were no customers for which 

ASC could recommend shifting to the standard time of use tariff, meaning that all customers had more than 50% of their 

consumption occurring during 6am to 6pm “day time”.  

 

The total commercial annual electricity consumption for Alice Springs is in the order of 105,000,000 kWh (PWC estimate 

2009). So active ASC commercial customers, at registration, accounted for approximately 39% of total commercial 

electricity consumption in Alice Springs. With the Alice Springs Hospital included this increases to 47%.  
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2.2.4 Commercial demographics 

ASC attempted to collect demographic data on commercial customers, including annual revenue or turnover and number 

of employees. From the 69 customers with complete data: 

 

Average number of employees 16 

Average annual revenue $2.731 M 

Average annual consumption 181,819 kWh 

Estimated cost of annual consumption  $50,000 

Electricity cost as percentage of turnover  1.8% 

 

2.2.5 Electricity services and EEMs defined 

When EEMs were created for use in both the commercial and residential sectors, they were given two categories: (i) an 

electricity service category which matched their purpose and (ii) whether they are a physical/technical installation or a 

behavioural action (yes = behavioural, no = structural).  

 

 The electricity service categories used were shared with the residential program and are as follows: 

 Powering your home/business – includes PV 

 Water Heating 

 Space Cooling 

 Space Heating/Cooling 

 Space Heating 

 Lighting 

 Refrigeration 

 Pool/Spa 

 Other Appliances/Equipment 

 Other 
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PV systems are included with the energy efficiency measures in the following sections as part of the „powering your 

home/business‟ service. They are also considered separately in section 2.6.  

 

2.3 Overview of Recommendation and Voucher Data 

Each recommendation contained in registered customer energy audit reports (either ASC or externally provided) was 

recorded in the EEMs table in the ASC database, with an optional linked voucher record that held implementation and 

incentive details. 

 

There were a total of 2499 EEM records for commercial customers, of which 16 were administrative EEMs for inactive 

customers and are ignored for the purposes of the remainder of this report. For the remaining 2483 EEMs records, a 

total of 313 linked voucher records were created. This occurred when a funding offer was made and/or where EEM 

implementation details were recorded.  

 

Administrative EEMs were placeholders for funding streams (LBEAP, LBEEP, SBEEP) and are also ignored for the 

purposes of the remainder of this report. The key recommendations and actions undertaken by customers are analysed 

separately for customers with a funded (LBEAP) audit and for those with an ASC audit. 

 

 Funded (LBEAP) Audit ASC Audit Total 

EEM Type EEM Voucher Done EEM Voucher Done EEM Voucher Done 

Administrative 9 9  183 83  192 92  

Behavioural 7   939   946   

Audit (LBEAP) 7 6 5 2 2 0 9 8 5 

Solar PV 5 2 2 127 38 37 132 40 39 

Energy Efficiency 50 16 16 1154 157 126 1204 173 142 

Grand Total 78 33 23 2405 280 163 2483 313 186 

Table 7: Vouchers issued according to EEM and audit type: 

 

2.4 Large Business Energy Audit - Recommendations and Implementation 

2.4.1 Numbers of large commercial entities and measures  

The number of measures recommended and completed for the 6 businesses that had a subsidised level 2 energy audit 

and report are shown below. The count of measures includes both physical and behavioural measures. 

 

Organisations that 

Undertook an LBEA 

Number of Measures 

Recommended Done 

A 7 5 

B 4 2 

C 11 2 

D 17 7 

E 7 0 

F 15 1 

Total                 6 61 17 

Physical Measures 54 17 

Behavioural Measures 7  

Table 8:  Large Commercial –number of measures recommended and undertaken  
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Notes: 

1 Installation of a PV system as a recommendation/action is included as a measure in these generic counts. In the 

more detailed information that follows, PV is documented as a measure separate from the other „energy efficiency‟ 

measures.   

2 No attempt has been made to ascertain if recommended behavioural EEMs were followed. 

3 More detailed data is provided below for the physical measures recommended and done. 

4 The iconic solar PV projects implemented by 2 of the LBEAP customers are not considered nor included in this 

analysis. 

 

2.4.2 Specific LBEAP measures – recommended and completed 

Behavioural EEMs 

The behavioural EEMs recommended in the LBEAs are shown below: 

 

Electricity Service EEM Name 
Number 

Recommended 

Powering your 

home/business 
Enable energy saving features on office equipment - commercial 1 

Powering your home/business Total 1 

Space 

Heating/Cooling 

  

Implement a regular air conditioning maintenance schedule - 

commercial 
1 

Seasonally adjust air conditioning thermostats - summer minimum: 

24°C - winter maximum: 19°C - commercial 
1 

Space Heating/Cooling Total 2 

Other 

Appliances/Equipment 

  

Establish and use shutdown checklists 2 

Program existing timers on appliances or equipment (eg hot water units) 

- commercial 
1 

Other Appliances/Equipment Total 3 

Other Initiate a staff energy awareness program - commercial 1 

Other Total 1 

Grand Total   7 

Table 9: LBEAP recommended behavioural EEMs 

Physical EEMs 

The numbers of physical EEMs recommended in the LBEAs and the numbers completed are shown below. As estimates 

of savings were not calculated for all recommendations, it is not possible to provide a summary of potential savings. 

 

Electricity Service  EEM Name 
Number 

Reco‟d Done 

Powering your 

home/business - PV 

Install BP solar 3kW PV system 4 1 

Install Commercial PV System 1 1 

Powering your home/business Total 5 2 

Water Heating 

  

  

  

Install heat pump hot water system 2 1 

Install programmable timer on boiling water unit 1 1 

Install timer on hot water ring main pump 1  

Install water flow controllers in hot water circuits (Jemflo) 2 1 
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Water Heating Total 

  

6 3 

Space Cooling 

  

  

Install variable speed drive (VFD) on evaporative cooler motor 3 1 

Investigate the pros/cons for an installation of a solar powered air 

conditioning system 
1  

Replace (old) Air Con with high efficiency alternative 2  

Space Cooling Total 

  

6 1 

Space 

Heating/Cooling 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Check and optimise air conditioning system (tune-up and balance)  1  

Install air conditioning control units 3 3 

Install building management system (BMS) for HVAC control  1 1 

Install motorised air con duct dampers for sector control 1  

Install run-out timers on air conditioning circuits 1  

Optimise/maintain outside-air ventilation control for aircon system 1  

Paint roof white 1  

Space Heating/Cooling Total 

  

9 4 

Lighting 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Configure lighting circuit to enable sector control 2  

Delamp suitable areas 2  

Install motion sensors on lighting circuits 2 1 

Install occupancy sensor switches for room lighting 2  

Replace 50W halogen downlights with CFLs  2 2 

Replace 50W halogen downlights with LEDs 2  

Replace external-lighting time switches with PV (sunset) switches 2  

Replace fluorescent lamps with LEDs 1 1 

Replace incandescent lamps with CFLs  1  

Replace T8 fluorescent tubes with T5 retrofit kits  3 2 

Replace T8 fluorescent tubes with T8 LED tubes  2  

Lighting Total 

  

21 6 

Pool/Spa 

  

  

Install insulated pool blanket  1  

Install solar pool heating system 1 1 

Install variable speed drive (VFD) on existing pool pump 1  

Pool/Spa Total 

  

3 1 

Other 

Appliances/Equipment 
Install run-out timers on suitable appliances/equipment 1  

Other Appliances/Equipment Total 1  

Other 

  

Install suitable capacitor bank for power factor correction 1  

Upgrade building management system 2  

Other Total 

  

3  

Grand Total 

  

55 18 

Table 10: LBEAP recommended physical EEMs undertaken 
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2.4.3 Expenditure on, and estimated electricity savings from, LBEAP EEMs 

The total costs, ASC rebates and estimated electricity savings for implemented LBEAP EEMS are shown below: 

 

Electricity Service EEM Name- Implemented Number 
Total 

Cost $ 

ASC 

Incentive 

$ 

Est Ann 

kWh 

Saving 

Powering your 

home/business  

Install BP Energiser 3000 PV system 1 45965 16776 5353 

Install Commercial PV System  1 85500 40000 33594 

Powering your home/business – PV Total 2 131465 56776 38947 

Water Heating 

  

  

Install heat pump hot water system 1 238870 50000 543000 

Install programmable timer on boiling 

water unit 
1 1881 481 2630 

Install water flow controllers in hot water 

circuits (Jemflo) 
1 40176 6493 216000 

Water Heating Total 3 280927 56974 761630 

Space Cooling 
Install variable speed drive (VFD) on 

evaporative cooler motor 
1 7490 2621 6859 

Space Cooling Total 1 7490 2621 6859 

Space 

Heating/Cooling 

  

Install air conditioning control units 3 220239 37169 534218 

Install building management system 

(BMS) for HVAC control  
1 30552 10000 88000 

Space Heating/Cooling Total 4 250791 47169 622218 

Lighting 

  

  

  

Install motion sensors on lighting 

circuits 
1 28946 7396 7480 

Replace 50W halogen downlights with 

CFLs  
2 49554 8978 230557 

Replace fluorescent lamps with LEDs 1 27323 7000 20358 

Replace T8 fluorescent tubes with T5 2 56667 14478 39555 
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retrofit kits  

Lighting Total 6 162490 37852 297950 

Pool/Spa Install solar pool heating system 1 23395 5000 110000 

Pool/Spa Total 1 23395 5000 110000 

Other Upgrade building management system 1 31516 $5,000 100000 

Other Total 1 31516 $5,000 100000 

Grand Total – including PV 18 $888074 $211,397 1937604 

Table 11: Costs, rebates and estimated electricity savings – LBEAP EEMs  

 

LBEAP Summary of Costs and Estimated Electricity Savings by Electricity Service: 

 

Electricity Service Reco Done 
Total Cost 

$ 

ASC 

Incentive 

$ 

Est Ann 

kWh 

Saving 

Powering your home/business  - PV 5 2 131465 56776 38947 

Water Heating Total 6 3 280927 56974 761630 

Space Cooling Total 6 1 7490 2621 6859 

Space Heating/Cooling Total 9 4 250791 47169 622218 

Lighting Total 21 6 162490 37852 297950 

Pool/Spa Total 3 1 23395 5000 110000 

Other Appliances/Equipment Total 3 0    

Other Total 1 1 31516 $5,000 100000 

Grand Total 54 18 888074 $211,397 1937604 

Table 12: LBEAP summary of costs and estimated electricity savings 

 

2.5 ASC Energy Audit - Recommendations and Implementation  

As noted in 2.2.1 there were 181 CEA reports prepared for commercial customers by the ASC commercial services 

manager. These reports made recommendations of physical measures and of behavioural actions. Some of the physical 

recommendations included estimates of cost, potential incentive and savings.  

 

The numbers and distribution of types of recommendations is shown in the table below: 

 

Type of 

recommendation 

Number 

of 

reports 

Number of recommendations 

Total 
Per Report 

Average Min Mix 

Physical  181 1281 7.1 2 19 

Behavioural  164 939 5.7 0 13 

Total 181 2220 12.3   

 

All 181 reports contained physical recommendations, and 164 contained behavioural recommendations. There is no 

data to report on the implementation of behavioural recommendations, and the data available about physical 
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recommendations is only that associated with those that were funded, as evidenced by an ASC financial rebate (with the 

exception of some solar PV installations). Therefore detailed data is provided for the physical measures as recommended 

and implemented. 

 

2.5.1 ASC behavioural EEMs recommended  

The table below shows the types and numbers of all the behavioural recommendations made across the 164 business 

reports that included behavioural recommendations.  

 

Electricity Service Recommendation Count  

Water Heating 
Turn down hot water thermostat to most economical setting 

(min 60 C for storage systems) 
29 

Water Heating Total 29 

Space Heating Use radiant heaters instead of column oil heaters 9 

Space Heating Total  9 

Space Heating/Cooling 

Close all doors and windows when using refrigerative air 

conditioners 
23 

Implement a regular air conditioning maintenance schedule 62 

Seasonally adjust air conditioning thermostats - summer 

minimum: 24°C - winter maximum: 19°C 
104 

Switch-off air conditioning when not required 2 

Space Heating/Cooling Total 191 

Lighting Regularly clean dusty light diffusers and lamps 1 

Lighting Total 1 

Refrigeration 

Amalgamate the contents of fridges and freezers and shut off 

unused equipment 
26 

Regularly clean refrigerator condenser coils and ensure 

condenser air flow is not restricted 
13 

Set refrigerator thermostats as high as possible while meeting 

all food safety regulations 
18 

Refrigeration Total 57 

Other 

Appliances/Equipment 

Enable energy saving features on office equipment 138 

Establish and use shutdown checklists 1 

Establish energy monitoring processes and practices 56 

Switch off cold water dispenser during cooler months 10 

Turn-off office equipment after hours 115 

Undertake regular maintenance to improve energy efficiency 58 

Use Energy Star rating as criteria in purchase of office 

equipment 
160 

Other Appliances/Equipment Total 538 

Other Initiate a staff energy awareness program 114 

Other Total 114 

Grand Total  939 

Table 13: ASC behavioural EEMs 
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2.5.2 ASC Energy Audit - physical recommendations and rebate claims 

A total of 81 of the 181 businesses given an ASC audit report implemented 163 of the 1283 physical recommendations.  

 

 Recommended Done Percentage Done 

Businesses 181 81 44.7% 

Recommendations 1281 163 12.7% 

Average per business 7.1 2.0 

 

A list of Physical recommendations from ASC audits with uptake, costs, incentives and estimated annual energy savings 

are shown below: 

 

Electricity 

Service 
Name EEM Done 

Invoice 

Total 

Incentive 

Amount 

Estimated 

energy 

savings 

Powering 

your home/ 

business 

Install BP Energiser 3000 PV system 14 3 91055 42972 15643 

Install BP Energiser 5000 PV system 7 5 206787 99700 43020 

Install Commercial PV System 106 29 2026897 916979 625577 

Install a PV solar system (post-funding) 6 0   0 

Powering your home/ business Total 133 37 2324739 1059651 684240 

Water 

Heating 

Install "one-shot" booster on SHWS 6 1 230 80 720 

Install heat pump hot water system 10 3 140495 52732 134180 

Install Solahart 302JOTP electric boost  18 10 138732 48707 86910 

Install Solahart 302JOTP gas in-line boost  3 1 5915 2070 3900 

Install SHWS (custom) 29 6 71380 24833 32670 

Service existing SHWS 1 1 500 175 900 

Install water flow controllers in hot water 

circuits (Jemflo) 
4 0   0 

Install timer on boiling water unit 3 0   0 

Install high WELS (water rating) rated shower 

roses and tap ware 
15 0   0 

Install lagging (insulation) on hot water pipes 10 0   0 

Install timers on SHW boosters 1 0   0 

Replace hot water urn with zip boiler on timer 11 0   0 

Water Heating Total 111 22 357253 128598 259280 

Space 

Cooling 

Install variable speed drive (VFD) on 

evaporative cooler motor 
1 0   0 

Install thermal "skin" over external walls 1 1 5410 1894 200 

Replace (old) air conditioner with high 

efficiency alternative 
13 1 4612 1614 1244 

Service evaporative air conditioning system 15 1 726 254 160 

Space Cooling Total 30 3 10748 3762 1604 

Space 

Heating/Cooli

ng 

Paint roof white 99 24 147352 37832 115391 

Install air conditioning control units 12 1 433 152 200 

Install bulk insulation in ceiling 94 13 67247 22578 41195 
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Install 100% fresh air heat exchangers on 

HVAC system 
4 1 40290 14101 32727 

Install building management system (BMS) for 

HVAC control  
3 0   0 

Install bulk insulation in walls    13 4 27576 8540 12050 

Replace old roof with new white roof sheeting 2 1 26590 8144 6542 

Replace sun-exposed glazing with insulated 

wall 
5 2 11499 3881 3728 

Install double-glazed windows 5 1 7270 2500 1600 

Install external shading on walls/windows 70 3 6815 2385 800 

Apply solar control film (tinting) to sun-exposed 

windows 
18 5 6804 2383 8114 

Fit pelmets on window curtains 8 1 6692 2342 2200 

Install run-out timers on air conditioning 

circuits 
1 1 12148 2000 19008 

Install solar air heating system 5 1 4700 1645 300 

Fit seals to doors and windows in air 

conditioned spaces  
48 2 4249 1487 4975 

Fit curtains/blinds to interior of windows 11 1 3142 1059 1535 

Fit covers to evaporative cooler ducts in winter 

- commercial 
26 1 215 75 1166 

Check and optimise air conditioning system  13 0   0 

Install air curtain 9 0   0 

Install airlock door 2 0   0 

Install ceiling or wall fans 33 0   0 

 
Install locking covers on air conditioning 

thermostats 
1 0   0 

Space Heating/Cooling Total 482 62 373023 111104 251531 

Lighting 

Replace T8 fluorescent tubes with T5 retrofit 

kits  
114 8 22320 7811 21579 

Replace fluorescent lamps with LEDs 1 1 21500 3000 8000 

Replace 50W halogen downlights with CFLs  13 1 2555 894 1795 

Install motion sensors on lighting circuits 83 3 2175 761 3304 

Replace 250W metal halide floodlights with 

150W induction lamps 
3 2 11265 4123 10950 

Replace 150W metal halide shoplighters with 

LEDs 
5 1 9237 3233 19121 

Install voltage controllers on fluorescent 

lighting circuits 
9 2 7052 2469 7014 

Replace T8 fluorescent tubes with T8 LED 

tubes  
15 3 5391 2140 5948 

Replace 400W mercury vapour high bay lamps 

with 250W induction 
5 1 6085 2130 19443 

Replace 400W mercury vapour high bay lamps 

with 200W CFLs 
3 2 6421 2106 9518 

Replace 50W halogen downlights with LEDs 44 5 5369 1879 17449 
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Replace appropriate lighting with lower 

wattage lamps (same type) 
1 1 1959 686 1558 

Replace incandescent lamps with CFLs  34 2 1220 548 4673 

Configure lighting circuit to enable sector 

control 
12 0   0 

Install motion sensors on external lighting 1 0   0 

Install skylight panels 24 0   0 

Lighting Total  367 32 102548 31780 130352 

Pool/Spa 

Install variable speed drive (VFD) on existing 

pool pump 
2 1 964 338 5781 

Install variable speed pool pump 17 1 864 302 52946 

Install insulated pool blanket  1 0   432 

Pool/Spa Total 20 2 1828 640 5017 

Refrigeration 

Install auto door-closers and/or strip curtains 

on walk-in freezers and cold rooms 
11 1 8600 2489 14828 

Replace perished refrigerator seals 17 1 1484 520 10592 

Replace old refrigerator with a new, energy 

efficient model 
55 1 1816 400 700 

Collection, disposal and de-gas of  replaced 

Refrigerator at ASTC Tip 
1 1 55 55 0 

Collection, disposal and de-gas of surrendered 

fridge or freezer at ASTC tip 
1 1 55 55 0 

Reduce solar heat load on outdoor 

refrigeration equipment - paint or shade 
9 0   0 

Replace old freezer with a new, energy 

efficient model 
7 0   0 

Refrigeration Total 101 5 12010 3518 26120 

Other 

Appliances/ 

Equipment 

Install front loader washing machine - 

commercial 
4 0   0 

Install run-out timers on suitable 

appliances/equipment 
1 0   0 

Replace commercial oven seals  2 0   0 

Replace glazed commercial oven doors 3 0   0 

Other Appliances/ Equipment Total 10 0   0 

Other 

Commercial IHD Unit 22 0   0 

Install property-wide building management 

system (air conditioning, lighting, hot water, 

pool) 

1 0   0 

Small Business Time of Use Tariff 4 0   0 

Other Total 27 0   0 

Grand Total  1281 163 3182149 1339052 1358144 

Table 14: Physical EEMs recommendations and completions from ASC audits  

 

Costs, incentives and estimated annual energy savings for customers with an ASC energy audit are summarised by 

electricity service below: 
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Electricity Service 
Number 

Reco‟d 

Number 

done 
Total Cost $ 

ASC 

Incentive $ 

Est Ann 

kWh 

Saving 

Powering your home/business Total 133 37 2,324,739.27 $1,059,651 684240 

Water Heating Total 111 22 357252.59 $128,598 259280 

Space Cooling Total 30 3 10748 $3,762 1604 

Space Heating/Cooling Total 482 62 373022.66 $111,104 251531 

Lighting Total 367 32 102548.29 $31,780 130352 

Refrigeration Total 20 2 1827.63 $640 5017 

Pool/Spa Total 101 5 12010.46 $3,518 26120 

Other Appliances/Equipment Total 10 0   0 

Other Total 27 0   0 

Grand Total 1281 163 3,182,148.9 $1,339,052 1,358,144 

Table 15: Costs, incentives and estimated energy savings – ASC audits 

 

2.6 Commercial Solar PV Installations 

2.6.1 Summary of installations 

39 PV systems were installed as part of the commercial program, 2 by customers with a funded (LBEAP) audit and 37 by 

customers with an ASC provided audit. 

 

PV System Type – Commercial Number Installed 

Install BP Energiser 3000 PV system 3 

Install BP Energiser 5000 PV system 5 

Install Commercial PV System 31 

Total  39 

Table 16: Number and types of PV systems supported 

Numbers, capacity and costs of the PV systems are below: 

 

Commercial PV Systems - Installation Parameters Measure 

Total Number of Systems 39 

Total Capacity of Systems 411.7 kW 

Estimated Annual Generation Capacity – at 1622 kWh/kW installed 667,777 kWh 

Estimated Annual GHG Savings (including Scope 3 emissions) 527543 

Total Cost of Systems‟ Installations $2,456,204 

Total ASC Rebate for Installations $1,116,427 

Total Paid by Commercial Customers $1,339,778 

Table 17: Commercial PV installations summary 
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2.6.2 Performance of commercial PV installations 

Of the 39 commercial installations, comprehensive smart meter interval data was only available for 17 systems for the 

calendar year 2011, and for 22 systems for calendar year 2012.   

 

The total generation of each system was calculated, and an estimate of annual generation was calculated based on the 

ORER estimate less the estimated losses from shading provided on the solar installers quote (zero losses was used for 

the 12 systems where no figure was obtained). 

 

Of the 17 systems with full data for 2011, one was found to have been non-operational for approximately 5 months 

(having been turned off by a contractor and not turned on again). This represents a „real-world‟ loss of generation. 

However, excluding this system from the analysis results in a significant change to the resultant analysis, provided below.  

 

In summary, ignoring avoidable losses from shutdown, the systems performed above the adjusted ORER estimate, and 

indeed above the unadjusted ORER estimate on average. The variation between 2011 and 2012 is in line with that 

observed for residential PV systems, which saw 101% of adjusted ORER estimate for 2011 and 108% for 2012 (refer 

Residential PV key results report). 

 

Extrapolating the performance of the systems with available data to the full installed capacity provides an estimated 

annual average generation of 673,693 kWh, which represents 532,217 kg of greenhouse gas emissions abatement 

(incorporating scope 1 and scope 3 emissions). 

 

Year 
# systems 

with data 

Capacity of 

systems 

with data 

(kWp) 

total 

generation 

(kWh) 

ORER 

estimate 

(kWh) 

ORER 

estimate 

with losses 

(kWh) 

% of 

ORER  

With 

losses 

Average 

generation 

(kWh per 

kWp) 

2011 17 132.2 201479 214493 208421 97% 1538.3 

2011 

(corrected) 
16 132.2 191900 194640 189163 101% 1585.5 

2012 22 194.3 329702 315171 308249 107% 1687.2 

Corrected 

average 
     104% 1636.4 

Extrapolation 

to all 

systems 

39 411.7 673693 667777 653112 103% 1636.4 

Table 18: Annual performance of selected commercial PV installations 
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The seasonal performance of the commercial PV installations is broadly in line with expectations. Figure 3 provides a 

visualisation of the performance of the 17 to 22 systems with quality data for 2012, comparing average generation per 

kW of installed capacity per day by month, along with average maximum temperature and average solar insolation in 

kWh per m2 per day. No correction has been attempted for the loss of generation from the system described previously. 

 

The data shows a dip during the lower insolation winter months, but performance generally shows a more complex 

interaction of temperature and insolation. Cloud effects and the orientation to North and tilt from horizontal for each 

system are likely to play a role, but no further analysis of these effects was attempted. 

 

Figure 4: Commercial PV average daily generation by month 2012 

 

2.6.3 Commercial Elevated Buyback 

The original commercial PV offering was a 3kW BP Solar Energiser 3000 package, which included an IHD. The option was 

offered for businesses to shift to the pre-existing PWC commercial time of use tariff, and receive a gross feed-in tariff 

equal to the time of use rate at the time of generation plus 10c per kWh top up from ASC. This design choice was in line 

with the residential PV offering, which required all participants to move to the CRT package in order to receive PV 

funding. 

PWC‟s commercial time of use tariff classifies peak periods as 6am to 6pm 7 days a week, and uses the same costs for 

peak and off peak as per the residential CRT.  In order for this to be an attractive package for commercial customers, 

they would in effect need to be able to load shift 50% to off peak periods net of the PV generation. However the majority 

of commercial customers consume considerably more than 50% of their electricity during peak, making this tariff option 

a difficult proposition for most customers. 

 

In any case, interest in the 3kW package was very low, with business customers generally interested in funding for larger 

systems that would cover the majority of their consumption, for which the elevated buyback was not offered. From 

discussions with customers we considered that the up front capital subsidy of 50% was of much more interest to 

decision makers than the prospect of an elevated buy back rate. 

 

One customer was enticed to move onto the commercial elevated buyback rate. Their consumption was predominately 

peak, but the combination of receiving the peak rate for generation plus 10c, and lower rate for residual off-peak 

Commercial PV average daily generation 
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consumption made this a more effective tariff for the customer. Due to the low number of participants, payment of the 

elevated buyback was delivered direct from ASC to the customer in the form of an annual cheque in arrears. 

 

2.7 Commercial Smart Meters 

Interval metering was a pre-existing practice by PWC in Alice Springs for larger consumers, using meters with mobile 

phone data collection modems. Several commercial customers joined the ASC commercial program with pre-existing 

interval meters. However PWC‟s default metering arrangement was for 15 minute interval data collection using meters 

without a ready capacity for connecting the Millenium in-house display. Where possible, interval data for these customers 

was obtained from PWC converted to 30 minute reading periods. 

 

All customers who received funding for a commercial PV system had some or all of their existing metering replaced with 

interval meters with mobile phone based data collection capabilities, and with the meters programmed for 30 minute 

intervals. For smaller businesses with single or three phase metering the metering arrangement was identical to that for 

residential PV customers, and in most cases allowed for the connection of an IHD. These customers were supplied with 

an IHD at no charge. The exceptions were a handful of customers whose metering was configured for net metering, or for 

whom there was separate consumption and generation metering, or for whom there were no on-site managers that could 

take advantage of an IHD. 

 

A subset of larger commercial PV customers had current 

transformer metering due to the large current draw by their 

property. The meters available for this configuration did not 

allow for simultaneous connection of a mobile phone network 

connection and an in-house display. 

 

In total, 22 of the 39 commercial PV customers received an 

IHD. 

 

The option of having their existing electricity metering 

replaced with a smart meter in conjunction with an in-house 

display was offered to all Commercial customers.  Interest in 

this service was very low outside of those customers who 

installed a PV system. 

 

One customer chose to implement smart metering. A total of 

10 long term lease residential units on their property were 

fitted with smart meters on the expectation that the tenants 

would be paying the electricity bills. However it later 

transpired that the cost of electricity was embedded in the 

lease costs, and IHDs were therefore not deployed. There 

was also concern about the technical limitations of having 10 

IHDs operating in such close proximity. 
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 3. Summary of Commercial Program Outputs 

 

ASC‟s commercial program received 219 distinct registrations, representing a broad cross section of the commercial 

sector, of which 192 (84%) proceeded to some form of audit and therefore became eligible for incentives. These 

included 5 level 2 energy audits which received $25,455 in funding at 50% of costs. After accounting for landlord and 

tenant combinations and sequential owners of the same property registering, there were 183 registrations of ongoing 

interest. 

 

Annual electricity consumption of these 183 customers totalled 41,506 MWh per annum, representing approximately 

39% of total commercial electricity consumption in Alice Springs. (Including the Alice Springs Hospital that was a stand 

alone commercial project of ASC this increases to 47%). For these customers, electricity consumption costs represented 

less than 2% of their annual turnover. 

 

A total of 946 behavioural and 1336 physical action recommendations were made through the audits. The majority of 

physical recommendations were eligible for incentive, but formal funding offers were only made after further discussion. 

Of the 213 funding offers put in place against physical recommendations, 181 (85%) were claimed by 86 customers with 

$1,550,449 of funding provided.  

 

Energy savings from the funded measures are estimated at 3,295,748 kWh, representing a 12.9% average reduction in 

consumption for those customers, and a 3% reduction in total commercial sector consumption. 

A summary of the implemented recommendations by broad category is: 

 

 Physical Measures Recommended and Completed – Costs and Estimated kWh Savings 

Electricity Service 
Recomm-

endations 
Claims 

Total Cost 

($) 

ASC 

Incentive 

($) 

Estimated 

Savings 

(kWh/yr) 

Solar PV 138 39 2,456,204 1,116,427 723187 

Water Heating 117 25 638,180 185,571 1020910 

Space Cooling 36 4 18,238 6,383 8463 

Space Heating/Cooling 491 66 623,814 158,273 873749 

Lighting 388 38 265,038 69,638 428302 

Pool/Spa 23 3 25,223 5,640 115017 

Refrigeration 101 5 12,010 3,518 26120 

Other Appliances/Equipment 11 0   0 

Other 31 1 31,516 5,000 100000 

Grand Total 1336 181 4,070,223 1,550,449 3295748 

Table 19: Physical recommendations – costs and estimated kWh savings 

 

Estimated Annual Electricity Savings per ASC $ Spent 

Purpose  Total Spend 
ASC Rebates 

Paid 

Estimated 

Annual kWh 

Savings 

Estimated 

Lifespan 

(years) 

Estimated 

Lifetime $ spent 

per kWh saved 

Total           ASC 

PV $2,456,204    $1,116,427  723,187 15 $0.226 $0.10 

Energy Efficiency $1,614,019  $434,023  2,572,561 5 $0.125 $0.03 

Total $4,070,223  $1,550,449  3,295,748      

Table 20: Estimated electricity savings per ASC $ spent 


